FAMILIES DISCOVER THAT THERE’S MORE TO EXPLORE AT BOY SCOUTS OF AMERICA’S FAMILY ADVENTURE CAMP

Irving, Texas – This year, Boy Scouts of America (BSA) is welcoming the first travelers to its Family Adventure Camp – a one-of-a-kind vacation that takes “family time” to a whole new level. Camps are held at BSA’s High Adventure Bases in West Virginia, Florida, and New Mexico and are open to families, friends, and groups of all kinds (not just Scouts). The best part? Campers can pick their own adventures! Each location has its own unique epic experiences, lodging, and scenery. Every group can choose the accommodations and experiences that will be the most fun for them.

For decades, BSA has been putting the “great” in “great outdoors” – and Family Adventure Camp is no exception. At Family Adventure Camp, kids and adults alike can take part in epic activities in the country’s most scenic locations. Groups can choose from three high adventure bases – Summit Bechtel Reserve (situated in the wilds of West Virginia), Philmont Scout Ranch (located in the “Land of Enchantment – New Mexico), or Florida Sea Base (nestled in the Florida Keys). Each location has spectacular hiking and biking, but also offers unique activities based on the surrounding environment, from The Big Zip(line) and archery at Summit Bechtel Reserve to horseback riding and fly-fishing at Philmont Scout Ranch.

BSA knows that everyone’s definition of “roughing it” is a bit different, so they offer a variety of lodging options – from rustic tents to luxury deluxe tents, bunkhouses to hotel-style rooms. All lodging comes with beds and electricity, perfect for groups who want to explore the great outdoors while keeping their devices charged. Whichever accommodation type that they choose, every group will enjoy the time spent connecting with each other – and with the natural beauty all around them.

At Family Adventure Camp, visitors can stay for a few days or a full week. Families and friend groups will make memories that will last a lifetime – and will bring them back year after year. Here’s a quote from the Garza family, who recently returned from their family’s trip:

"We just got back from the most epic family camping trip EVER!!! We were able to visit Family Adventure Camp at the Florida Sea Base where we camped and adventured for three nights. It was the perfect getaway! We sailed, snorkeled and most importantly — got to spend quality time together as a family. The accommodations were top notch and overlooked the ocean. The kids got their canvas glamping tent that was filled with everything they'd need, and Dave and I got a romantic setup with the best view all to ourselves."

Experience BSA in a whole new way by taking a fun trip to Family Adventure Camp!
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